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Welcome
The turn of another year is an ideal time to look 
forward, as well as back. 2015 was an exceptionally busy 
year for our expanding Agriculture and Rural sector at HCR. 
We launched our Young Agricultural Entrepreneur of the Year 
Award, with our partner’s at Bruton Knowles, and our judges - 
Helen Thomas (from Westons Cider) and Cotswold Gold founder 
Charlie Beldham - chose Green Cow Kitchens as the first winner 
from an exciting group of finalists. We were delighted with the 
standard of the entries - and that we were able to announce the 
winner at the Three Counties Farming Conference in Malvern. 
We have already had a lot of interest in next year’s competition, 
entry details for which are given on page 8.

Earlier in the summer we were out 

in force at the Royal Three Counties 

Show (as the Official Legal Partner 

of TCAS), not only exhibiting, but also 

sponsoring the CLA’s Big Breakfast 

event. The benefits (or otherwise) for 

farmers of Britain’s EU membership 

was the subject of a passionate but 

knowledgeable breakfast debate 

– much more of that will no doubt 

follow in the next few months, as the 

referendum approaches.

Even domestically, nothing stays the 

same for very long in this sector. Our 

articles in this edition tackle a wide 

range of rural issues, but they all 

illustrate how unpredictable life and 

work in the countryside can be – and 

so it follows that imaginative and 

careful planning are more essential 

than ever before. What will happen 

to green energy in the next few years 

is certainly hard to predict. Harriet 

Murray Jones analyses the trends and 

looks into her crystal ball. Diversification 

more generally is considered by 

Rachael Reeves, whilst Mike Goodwin 

reviews some important news on Water 

Protection Zones. Finally, Rosalind 

Andrews takes a close look at a case 

on agricultural occupation that may 

have far-reaching consequences.

We are delighted to welcome 

commercial litigator Esther Stirling 

to the ARA team. In addition to her 

wide-ranging litigation expertise, 

Esther adds to our strong Equine 

offering and is a Fellow of the 

Agricultural Lawyers Association.

The message overall is that 

opportunities abound for genuine 

entrepreneurs in a rural setting – but 

that it’s definitely worth getting the 

right advice, at the right time. With that 

gentle plug for our excellent team, 

it only remains for me to wish you a 

happy and prosperous new year.

Mary Wathen
Partner

Wye Valley: 01989 561421 

Mobile: 07759444199 

Email: mwathen@hcrlaw.com
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Diversifying your farming operation is a 
great option to help grow and expand 
your business, but where do you start?  

For an agricultural business owner already involved 

in an established enterprise, the prospect of 

diversification into a new market can be an exciting 

but daunting process.  A specialised business solicitor 

can help protect your business from risk at the outset, 

potentially save you money and offer full ongoing 

support once your new business is launched.

Outlined below are a number of key considerations 

to assist with kick-starting your new venture:

Funding

Before considering any new business venture it is 

vital to consider how the business will be funded.  

Can it fund itself or does it require funds from an 

external source?  If the latter, consider first whether 

you can raise unsecured debt from family members.  

Most companies in the early stages do not raise 

money from sophisticated investors. It is raised 

instead from people they know personally who will 

then become shareholders/directors of the business.  

Once up and running, finance from banks, angel 

investment or venture capitalists can be considered 

to fund specific projects.  You should also consider 

whether you actually need money or guidance.  

Sometimes a good mentor is all that is required. 

Some technicalities

Business structure - The type of business structure 

you choose will have many implications for the 

future of your business.  Perhaps the single most 

important advantage of running a business 

through a company is that the company has a 

separate legal personality from you and other 

owners.  A limited company is one in which the 

liability of its members (its shareholders) is limited 

and so allows you to limit your liability for the debts 

of the company.  Essentially, liability is limited to 

the amount of capital invested in the company or, 

where capital remains outstanding, the amount 

that shareholders agree to invest.

Shareholders’ agreement - Even a family business 

can run into difficulties as a result of disagreement 

amongst its members.  A shareholders’ agreement 

can provide protection against disputes amongst 

shareholders in relation to your business.  It also 

enables your company to keep an element of 

privacy from the public register.  Certain terms can 

be reserved and provided for within a shareholders’ 

agreement, which remains a private document 

between the parties concerned.  Specialist advice 

should be obtained for the preparation and 

negotiation of new shareholders’ agreements. 

Persistence 

Never give up. Several years of hard work and 

determination are likely to be required until you will 

finally begin to enjoy the fruits of your labour.  

Careful planning and professional advice should be 

a top priority for anyone when diversifying a business. 

Contact Rachael Reeves for more information.

Top Tips for 
Diversification 
Rachael Reeves, Senior Associate, 

Cheltenham 

 01242 246408 | rreeves@hcrlaw.com
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Planning law has become a fascinating subject for many rural landowners in 
the last year or so, with the national relaxation of development restrictions 
promising more flexibility for those living in rural communities. 

This has not always been in evidence at a 

local level, and the law relating to agricultural 

occupancy conditions has been a stark reminder of 

this for many rural landowners.

Whilst barns may be converted to new houses 

without any planning permission, many existing 

houses remain severely restricted by planning 

conditions limiting occupation to those employed or 

last employed in agriculture and their families.

However, the law relating to agricultural occupancy 

conditions has recently been considered in a 

Court of Appeal decision, which suggests there is 

now more flexibility for occupation of houses with 

agricultural ties than previously thought.

In the case of Shortt v Secretary of State [2015] the 

house was subject to a planning condition which 

meant it could only be occupied by “persons 

employed or last employed solely or mainly 

and locally in agriculture…or in forestry and the 

dependants (which shall be taken to include a 

widow or widower) of such persons”.

It was occupied by a family where the wife was solely 

employed in agriculture. However, this business only 

took up the equivalent of less than a day of her time 

per week, and had never made a profit. The husband 

was a successful businessman in another industry, 

and his income both supported their family and 

subsidised the agricultural business. It was questioned 

whether the family’s occupation of the property 

complied with the agricultural occupancy condition, 

as the husband and children were not financially 

‘dependent’ on the wife as the agricultural worker.

However, both the Planning Court and the Court 

of Appeal decided that the family’s occupation 

did comply with the agricultural occupancy 

condition. This was on the basis that the reference to 

‘dependency’ in the planning condition did not have 

to mean financial dependency: the support provided 

to the family as wife and mother meant that the 

agricultural occupancy condition was complied with.

This appears to open up lawful occupancy of 

properties with agricultural ties to a much wider range 

of people. The Court of Appeal has confirmed that 

someone who only works one day a week and has 

never made a profit meets the requirements of being 

“employed in agriculture”, even where a family’s total 

income comes from a non-agricultural source.

This could mean that families where one person 

operates a small-scale agricultural business as a 

hobby perhaps also meets this requirement, provided 

that this was their sole or main employment. It will be 

interesting to see whether this relaxation will create a 

higher demand for agricultural tied properties from a 

wider section of the rural community.

When a 
“dependant” 
is not actually 
“dependent”
- a Planning Conundrum

Rosalind Andrews, Senior Associate, 

Worcester

01905 744868 | randrews@hcrlaw.com
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Environmental campaigners and angling groups have claimed victory after 
judicial review proceedings against the Government were recently settled.  As 
part of the settlement, the Government has issued a Position Statement clarifying 
its policy on Water Protection Zones - a move that will have implications for 
farmers and other land owners.

The conservation group WWF, the Angling Trust 

and Fish Legal commenced judicial review 

proceedings last year against the Department for 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and 

the Environment Agency (EA). They claimed that 

the Government’s policy had been to use Water 

Protection Zones (WPZs) only as a matter of “last 

resort”.    WPZs were previously identified as a 

measure that could be used to tackle agricultural 

pollution of watercourses.  Section 93 of the Water 

Resources Act 1991 gives the Secretary of State the 

power to designate areas as WPZs and to prohibit 

or restrict the carrying out of activities within a 

WPZ.   Activities deemed harmful to a body of 

water can therefore be controlled by the use of 

DPZs, including farming operations.

WWF claimed that the Government had stifled 

the use of WPZs and had failed to protect rivers 

and wetlands from agricultural pollution.  Its 

barrister, David Wolfe QC, told the High Court 

that “the brakes were on WPZs” and that they 

“had been deliberately left in the tool box”. This 

was denied by the Government’s lawyers, who 

claimed that work had been undertaken to 

assess the future use of WPZs.   

The judicial review proceedings have now been 

settled, after Defra and the EA issued a Position 

Statement confirming Government policy towards 

WPZs.  The Statement acknowledges that WPZs are 

not to be considered as a measure of last resort.  

WWF have claimed this as a victory on the basis that 

the Government will now have to “evaluate the use 

of mandatory WPZs alongside voluntary steps by 

farmers, which have so far failed to protect these 

vulnerable places from farm pollution”.  

WWF, the Angling Trust and Fish Legal have 

reportedly been given permission to return the 

case to court in order to enforce the Position 

Statement should Defra and the EA not implement 

it.  WWF-UK’s Chief Executive has since warned 

that “the Government must now act with haste 

and put necessary measures in place to tackle 

pollution from farms that is devastating these 

protected sites”.  The Government is now expected 

to take a more proactive stance towards the 

implementation of WPZs and this could result in the 

management or prohibition of farming activities in 

certain areas.  Should the Position Statement not 

result in a change of policy, however, then further 

court proceedings can be expected. 

Water Protection 
Zones - Pressure Groups 
Claim Victory against 
Agricultural Pollution

Michael Goodwin, Wye Valley

01905 744868 | mgoodwin@hcrlaw.com

Simon Jackson, Oswestry

01691 791439 | sjackson@hcrlaw.com
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What future for renewable energy?
Harriet Murray Jones, Partner, Head of Energy & Renewables, Hereford

01432 349670 | hmurrayjones@hcrlaw.com

Although the last few years have seen an explosion of business in the renewable 
energy sector, allowing farmers and landowners a great many opportunities 
to diversify into new technologies, the future is by no means guaranteed to be 
rosy.  The drive for renewables has created new jobs for developers and the 
supply chain, but the frequency of policy changes from Government has added 
uncertainty when there had previously been justifiable optimism. 

Despite the Autumn Spending Review, there is 

ongoing uncertainty about the FiT review this 

autumn, speculation about the future of the 

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) beyond April 2016, 

continuing tariff degression and delays to the next 

Contracts for Difference (CfD) auction. All this has 

led to questions about the long-term viability of 

renewable energy schemes. 

Having said all that, whilst they might be potentially 

less lucrative than in the past, farm-based 

renewables still remain an excellent opportunity for 

diversification. 

A Ray of Sunshine?

The uncertainty about future policy led to a rush 

to complete existing solar projects, but what 

about new projects? The government appears 

still to be committed to rooftop solar. For those 

with suitable farm buildings there may still be 

opportunities to secure FiT support. There may 

also be opportunities for those developing 

larger community-based schemes, or for solar 

developers who are looking to secure funding via 

the CfD auction system. Cost reductions in solar 

seem likely to continue and that could make it 

competitive with traditional forms of energy.

There are few signs of new projects within the 

AD sector, but with legally binding heat targets 

to meet, there is an expectation that the RHI will 

remain in some form beyond 2016. Once the 

full outcome of the FiT review and RHI funding is 

known, commercially strong projects are likely to 

remain viable. 

Wind of Change?

Wind-based schemes face a tough time. Changes 

to planning and the end of subsidies have seen 

a massive withdrawal from this sector. Prices 

may of course come down and turbines will 

presumably become more efficient, but costs are 

unlikely to decrease dramatically. For those who 

want a smaller turbine though, planning can be 

more straightforward. As long as landowners are 

prepared for a longer pay-back period, wind may 

still present an opportunity.

The other area which has been a major sticking 

point is that of grid connection. As some projects 

inevitably fall by the wayside however, this does free 

up grid capacity for other renewable developments. 

Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) are 

increasingly looking to reclaim grid offers where 

developers fail to show that projects are advancing. 

In summary, despite the uncertainty, renewables 

remain a diversification opportunity for the right project.

If you would like support in coming to the right 

agreement for your project our specialist our 

specialist team can help you obtain an agreement 

to suit your needs.
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Our team for you and your business

Matthew Hayes,  
Head of Hereford office

Property

Shirley Rabbetts,  
Partner

 Private Client

Mary Wathen,  
Partner

Property

Ruth Coupe,
Legal Executive

Litigation & Equine

Rachel Nolloth,  
Solicitor

Employment law & Equine

Legal 500 and  
Chambers & Partners
Legal 500 and Chambers & Partners are independent  

directories ranking the leading law firms in Britain. 

Harrison Clark Rickerbys is consistently ranked as a 

top tier law firm across both business and individual 

services. The latest editions praise Harrison Clark 

Rickerbys as an ‘extremely impressive’ firm with 

‘outstanding’ and ‘dedicated’ teams. 

The firm’s excellence in client care is also praised, 

with the prestigious directory commenting that the 

firm takes a ‘refreshing approach’ and ‘is valued 

for its ‘client focus and strong commitment’’.

“The only firm in the 
region with good 
depth in personnel 
and experience.”

Chambers and Partners 2014

2015

Michael Stokes, 
Partner

Employment Law

Michael Goodwin, 
Senior Associate 

Head of Litigation  
Wye Valley

Jenny Raymond,  
Senior Solicitor

Litigation

Harry Bengough,  
Associate Solicitor

Banking and Insolvency

Racheal Reeves,  
Senior Associate

Corporate & Equine

Harriet Murray Jones, 
Partner

Head of Energy & Renewables

Esther Stirling,  
Partner

Litigation
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Contact
Birmingham T: 0121 454  0739 53 Calthorpe Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1TH

Cheltenham T: 01242 224422 Ellenborough House, Wellington St, Cheltenham, GL50 1YD

Hereford T: 01432 349670 Thorpe House, 29 Broad Street, Hereford, HR4 9AR

Thames Valley T: 0118 925 6100 200 Brook Drive, Green Park, Reading, RG2 6UB

Worcester T: 01905 612001 5 Deansway, Worcester, WR1 2JG 

Wye Valley T: 01989 562377 Over Ross House, Ross Park, Ross On Wye HR9 7QQ

By Appointment

London T: 0208 588 0601

 www.hcrlaw.com | @HCR_Rural 

No liability is accepted for the advice and information in these articles in respect of individual matters.  
Harrison Clark Rickerbys is authorised and regulated by the SRA.

Do you know our next Young 
Agricultural Entrepreneur of the Year?

Following the success of our inaugural YAE Award in 2015,  

we are looking for entries for this year’s competition.

If you would like further details of the competition and who is eligible to enter,  

 please contact Mary Wathen on 01989 561421 or email mwathen@hcrlaw.com

We hold regular seminars for our Rural clients and contacts – in 
Worcester, Hereford and Cheltenham, although we reserve the 

right to go out on the road if the weather is nice!

 Our speakers are experts in their fields. If you would like to come 
along to our next seminar in your area, please sign up to go on to 
our database at www.hcrlaw.com/newsletters and we will make 

sure that you receive invitations to all of our future events.


